
Oil

Prices continued downwards on the international crude oil markets yesterday. OPEC will have a summit next week, and the market 
expects the organization to loosen its output limitations a bit, and the expected increased production is of course a bearish signal for 
the market. The Brent front month contract closed the day at 62,70 USD/bbl, down 0,99 USD/bbl for the day and could easily fall further 
Wednesday. 

Gas
The European gas markets moved more or less sideways yesterday. Expectations of cool weather during the coming week was offset by 
an improved supply picture. The LNG supply to Europe has picked up recently following a period with low supplies to Europe. Today, we 
expect the market is up for another neutral session today.

Coal
On the European coal market, prices just keep on rising. Eight of the nine last sessions have ended with gains, as supply concerns in 
Russia and South Africa have now been supported by cooler forecasts for continental Europe. The API 2 Cal-22 contract climbed anoth-
er 0,63 USD/t yesterday, settling at 69,90 USD/t. 

Carbon
We saw a bullish session on the European carbon market yesterday. After a steady decline during the previous week, the market was 
ready for an upwards adjustment, which was primarily viewed as a technical correction. The benchmark contract rose to 38,35 EUR/t, 
and the market opens slightly down Wednesday.

Hydro

Wednesday morning, we see a confirmation of the outlook from the previous few days. High and low pressures are passing by the 
Nordic area, meaning that precipitation amounts will vary greatly from day to day. In total, the 10-day outlook is just above normal in 
terms of precipitation, a bearish signal for the Nordic power market. Temperatures are set to drop below normal within the coming days, 
which limits the bearish effect on the Nordic power market.

Germany
The price jump on the carbon emission market and the steadily rising prices on the coal market led to a bullish session on the German 
power market yesterday. The country’s Cal-22 contract rose to 52,44 EUR/MWh with cool weather forecasts adding to the upside. We 
could see another day of gains today.

Equities
Tuesday, the European stock markets climbed as a result of late gains on the US markets during the previous day. The market remains 
focused on interest rates and on the development with the corona virus vaccine process. Later in the day, the US markets edged down, 
but the first signals from Asia Wednesday are bullish. 

Conclusion

Yesterday, we saw another bullish session on the Nordic power market, which has now finally started reacting to the weather forecasts 
signalling below-average temperatures as long as the eye goes. The Q2-21 and YR-22 contracts climbed to 26,75 EUR/MWh and 26,35 
EUR/MWh respectively, with bullish carbon and German power adding to the upside. Wednesday, we expect the short end of the market 
to retreat due to wetter-than-average weather forecasts.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

01-mar 49,18 49,30 34,34 41,63 34,34 37,93 32,74 April 40,73 42,80 34,35 39,48 41,48 32,35 29,85 April 56,15 46,08 62,30

02-mar 53,50 53,50 40,13 49,90 40,61 42,48 35,22 Q2-21 42,65 43,43 36,00 37,88 42,35 29,00 26,75 Q2-21 56,21 44,87 0,00

03-mar 51,61 51,61 39,63 51,57 41,04 42,68 35,69 2022 39,73 42,35 30,03 34,30 37,23 28,70 26,35 2022 57,44 48,00 0,00


